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Curating in 2012



Introduction
Let’s be honest, as public relations professionals we’ve never had more options for communicating information 
to our target audiences than right now. Everyone knows “Content is King” and we’ve created integrated 
strategies that push our key messages out through the web, over the airwaves and in print. Our target 
audience is receiving our content through so many media channels, it’s staggering.  

The challenge is that all of us are confronted with too much content. When that happens information overload 
sets in and the message no longer resonates. So how do we sort through the barrage of data?
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“Curation is an exhilarating, fast-moving, evolving idea that 
addresses two parallel trends:  the explosive growth in data, 

and our need to be able to find information in coherent, 
reasonably contextual groupings.”

 Steven Rosenbaum, Curation Nation

Well, if Content is King than “Curation is 
the Knight in Shining Armor” riding to the 
rescue. It’s not a new idea – Delicio.us, Digg 
and Sermo have been around for years.  
Before the web, lifestyle publications like 
Cosmopolitan Magazine had their ground-
breaking “top ten” lists, and museums have 
been doing it for centuries. All of them have 
one thing in common, they represented a 
trusted source to their audience.

So what does curation mean today? Steven 
Rosenbaum, author of Curation Nation: 
How to Win in a World Where Consumers 
are Creators, says it best, “Curation is an 
exhilarating, fast-moving, evolving idea that
addresses two parallel trends:  the explosive growth in data, and our need to be able to find information in 
coherent, reasonably contextual groupings.”

Like anything that is done well, curation requires research, patience and willingness to change direction to 
meet the needs of your audience. Your goal is to become a trusted source, and that takes time. Social Media 
expert Jay Baer calls content curation “a long and winding road” in his  blog Content Curation – 5 Ways to 
Succeed...Eventually. Understanding both the process and the right tools to use is crucial to becoming an 
effective curator.

Source: www.marketingprofs.com

http://curationnation.org/
http://curationnation.org/
http://curationnation.org/
http://www.convinceandconvert.com/
http://www.convinceandconvert.com/content-curation/content-curation-5-ways-to-succeed-eventually/
http://www.convinceandconvert.com/content-curation/content-curation-5-ways-to-succeed-eventually/
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Know your audience - Yes, this may seem obvious, but I don’t mean through 
focus groups and sales trends. I mean through the conversations they are having 
on social media platforms. Research where are they looking for information and 
who the trusted sources are in your space, participate in conversations and most 
importantly, LISTEN.  

Monitor the web daily - Look for information relevant to your program or 
product. Use tools like Klout and Comscore to find existing thought leaders in 
your field and follow them.  

Understand that not all your content is of value to your audience - To 
become a trusted source, you need to share relevant and informative content 
different than your own. Chances are you’ll find ways to tell your story more 
effectively during the process.

Avoid becoming a victim of content overload yourself - Limit yourself to 
a realistic number of blogs, Twitter accounts and Facebook pages that you can 
monitor or you’ll become sleep deprived and have a meltdown. My threshold is 
six each.

Build trust through transparency - Do not post content on your website that 
is not your own, but rather provide a link, hashtag, etc. Do attribute quotes and 
statistics. Do ask permission to use images whenever possible. Pinterest is great 
at this.

Embrace yourself as a thought-leader - Knowledge and training aside, 
what makes you different? What do you bring to the table that no one else has? 
What can you share that is of value to your audience? Answer these questions 
honestly and you are on your way to becoming an essential, trusted source.

Just do it already - Enough said.
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Study up
It’s important to recognize that whether you create content, aggregate content or do both, understanding 
how you can best curate content will be unique from others. Definitely sort through “how-to” books, blogs and 
videos; it’s a great first-time curation project. In addition to Steve Rosenbaum and Jay Baer, here are a few 
more resources to check out: CommPro.biz, Marketing Profs and Social Media Examiner. 

What’s really cool is the amazing array of tools that exist to help you 
become a developer, aggregator and curator in one. Keep 
in mind your audience is also using these tools to 
create their own network. These tools provide users 
with the opportunity to both choose how they want to 
push their content out and how they want to collect it. 

Things to remember
Here are 7 insights on navigating through the process:

http://www.commpro.biz/
http://www.marketingprofs.com/
http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/


Start curating
Check out these breakthrough curation platforms for 2012 and beyond:
 
Pinterest - Yes, everyone is talking about Pinterest, and with good reason. It now has, more than 10.4 million 
registered users (and growing), of which 97.6 percent are female. But still, opportunities abound for brands to 
create breakout programs that mobilize this huge audience.     

LinkedIn - The ultimate professional networking platform, LinkedIn continues to develop new curating tools; 
however, one of the best resources to get data and the latest news and trends for a specific industry is still the 
group conversations.  

Doximity - Designed for physicians, this is a HIPPA-compliant platform where doctors can freely discuss 
health-related topics, seek out advice and get referrals.

Storify - Control your messages and create your own real-time stories using audio, video, blogs and Twitter. 
Participants in Occupy Wall Street posted stories the media couldn’t cover.  Content and popular topics change 
hourly.

Social Oomph - Both a curator and erasure platform, this is a great tool for optimizing a network, pulling 
relevant content and weeding out the rest. 

Evernote - A daytimer on steroids, Evernote allows the user to capture just about every moment of their day 
and connect every device so the information is shared on all platforms.

Summify - This is one to to look out for. Now that Twitter has bought Summify, only existing users can access 
it. The Summify team has moved to Twitter headquarters and is building the next generation of curation tools.  
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About zcomm
zcomm is an integrated public relations, marketing and media services agency leveraging broadcast and digital 
media to amplify the impact of client messages in English and Spanish. The agency offers audio, video and 
digital production and distribution services, and uses the latest technology to deliver measureable results via 
radio, TV, mobile and the internet. Located in the Washington, DC area, zcomm is a certified Women’s Business 
Enterprise (WBE) and Women Owned Small Business (WOSB), and winner of the numerous awards including 
the PRSA Silver Anvil and the MarCom Platinum and Gold Awards. For more information, visit www.zpr.com or 
follow zcomm on Facebook and Twitter.

Contact zcomm
Joan Carrese Sineni
joanc@zpr.com
240-395-0225 ext. 101
www.zpr.com
@zcommunications

http://pinterest.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/
https://www.doximity.com/index1
http://storify.com/
https://www.socialoomph.com/
http://www.evernote.com/
http://summify.com/
http://www.zpr.com
http://www.facebook.com/zcommunications
http://www.twitter.com/zcommunications

